1. Straighten wheel so tires point straight ahead.  

2. Disconnect battery to prevent horn from shorting out or angering your neighbors when your horn blows during installation.  

3. Remove horn mechanism. Depending on your vehicle, it can be done either by  
   a. removing a snap-on emblem cap by prying loose; or  
   b. pressing down on horn cap and turning; or  
   c. unscrewing horn ring and emblem, which are secured by screws concealed in rear side of wheel spokes.  

4. Remove center nut that holds the wheel to the shaft  

5. Mark shaft that aligns with the top of the wheel. This ensures you don’t put your new wheel on sideways.  

6. With a steering wheel puller, use the two tapped holes on the hub of old wheel to pull off the wheel. You can borrow/rent/buy steering wheel pullers from your local auto parts store.  

7. If there is a turn signal cancellation device on the back of your original wheel (see illustration above), remove it and reinstall it in the same position on the back of the custom hub.  

8. If your original steering wheel has a pin inserted on the backside, make a note of the position. The black roll pin that came in your kit needs to be inserted on the backside of the hub using the pin location of the original wheel.  

9. Position custom hub on splined steering shaft, making sure its aligned with the top (as you marked in step 4).  

10. Insert plunge in recessed hole in the custom hub.  

11. Position post cover and spacer on hub using the three hex bolts provided and secure. Be sure that the wire on the plunger is running up through the hole provided on the custom hub and post cover so that it can connect to the back of the horn.  

12. Align the wheel with the spacer. Take the black wire running from the plunger and connect the tab to the center tab on the back of the horn.  

13. Use the additional wire provided to ground the circuit by connecting one end to the outer tab of the horn and the other end to the hex bolt. Secure both sides.  

14. Secure the wheel and horn to the spacer with screws provided.  

15. Reconnect the battery.  

Enjoy your new FS steering wheel!